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A BUM BOAT IS MADE STILL WETTER when New York's crack fire-fighti- ng

craft, the John Purroy MitcheL in the foreground, demonstrates its flame ex-
tinguishingJ ability on the Halycon, a captured rum runner, on the EaVt river. New

.1 York City.
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THE, HORSE FAMILY
MAY BE DOWN but it's cer-
tainly not out as yet, for
hone shows still play a big
part on the programs of the
social elite. Above is Mrs.
Carl H. Hanna driving her
team off the field in the Fair
horse show at Brockton.
Mass., after winning first
prize in the "Pair Ponies"
class.
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NAPOLEON'S LAST STAND on French soU is marked by a

monument which has just been unveiled on the Island of Abe, off
the west coast of France. It was here that the famous general
embarked on the British ship, BeUerophon, in 1815, to start on
his voyage to exile on St. Helena.
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'1 REAL TEAMWORK between these two accounts for their brilliant work
on the polo field. Above is Jack Nelson, captain of the Argentine team, and
his trusty steed from South America.
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HERE They are,
FOLKS one of 'em is go-

ing to sit in the White
House pretty soon. At ex-

treme left is an amusing
caricature of Herb Hoov-

er, the G. 0. P. possibility,
and left is Al Smith, the
Democratic favorite, as
they look to Senor Hidal-
go, talented young Mexi-
can artist. The figures
are-don- e jn. wax..
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" 'J -- 11 C'A rivV. t jNEW YORK MADE MERRY when Mae West's show, "Pleasure Man," was raided by police
and members of the cast were carted off in patrol wagons in their stage attire. The crowd, a
view of which is shown here, gathered around the theater and cheered the partially clad Broadway
entertainers as they were escorted from the playhouse.
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WAR AND PEACE contrasted in Germany. Photo shows a unit of the German reichswehr
defending tranquil crossroads daring maneuvers of the republic's national guard.
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" WITri A NEW J6B AND A NEW HOBBY, Hilda Eisner, olI i

WHEREVER HE GOES, the Prince of Wales creates a stir.. Here we see the future
of Great Britain during his trip In Africa, arriving at the railway station at Cairo, Egypt

Vienna, Austria, appears to be more popular "than ever. Hilda

has forsaken dancing and the stage for the cinema, and instead

of going in for collecting pearls as she was wont to do, now

has a hankerinr for diamonds' such as the bandeau she is

shown wearing here. V

LIKE A GHOST FROM THE PAST this eld canal boat, which hasn't seen service for years, plied
the streets of Cincinnati. 0 behiad a pair of husky mules during the dedication program of a new
thoroughfare. ' Characters of an almost forgotten age manned the craft during the display. - Copyright, 192$, bj Central Press Association,' Inc.

order now to assure delivery of the
big. Sunday Statesman.

Here's one more of the New Oregon miss an issue for new features will
Statesman's brilliant features. Don't y appear from day to dayi Placeydur


